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At Delta OHM we offer our customers the technology for  
measuring, understanding and influencing the world we live 
and work in and the environment around us.

Delta OHM is an Italian company specialized in the design, 
manufacturing and calibration of portable, bench top and 
industrial scientific instruments for the measurement of physical 
quantities. Our products are completely developed within the 
company, where more than 25 % of the work force is involved in 
research and development departments.

The range includes instruments for the measurement of Acous-
tics and Vibration, Environmental and Weather Stations, Indoor 
Air Quality, Wireless Data Logger Systems, Relative Humidity, Air 
Speed, Photo Radiometry, Light, Temperature and Pressure.

Delta OHM Calibration Center, based on six modern
laboratories equipped with a state-of-the-art equipment, is part 
of the international circuit ILAC-MRA and ISO 17025 accredited.
The main production at Delta OHM is based on specific
national and international standards, in order to help and ease 
the work of experts who are designated to ensure workers“ and 
citizens“ safety as well as a cleaner and healthier environment.

In Delta OHM we do not only produce measuring instruments; 
in Delta OHM we like to be able to contribute to the develop-
ment and sustainability of the society throughout technologi-
cally advanced measurement solutions.

The Accredia Lat N°. 124 calibration laboratories of Delta Ohm 
are accredited for measurements of the following physical 
variables: 

○ Temperature

○ Humidity

○ Pressure

○ Air speed

○ Photometry / Radiometry

○ Acoustics

Delta OHM

ACCREDIA LAT N° 124 laboratory

Temperature – Humidity – Pressure – Air speed  
Photometry / Radiometry – Acoustics 

ACCREDIA LAT N° 124 laboratory

Temperature – Humidity – Pressure – Air speed  
Photometry / Radiometry – Acoustics 
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Foreword

Dear readers,

the sustainable energy generation is one of the most important tasks for 
the future and it poses major challenges to research, development and 
industry. One of the most promising renewable energy is solar energy: it is 
the most abundant one and it is available in direct as well as indirect form.  
The enormous market growth in photovoltaics during the 21st century 
has revived the research and expansion in the solar industry, including the 
maintenance of existing plants. 

The utmost precision is required to get maximum yield from sun energy. 
Monitoring and maintenance are a key for ensuring the productivity of the 
photovoltaic system. Researches have shown that an effectively moni-
tored plant has a yield of more than 5% compared to a system without 
control.

For several decades GHM GROUP has accompanied the development of 
renewables monitoring plants and ensured their safe operation providing 
technologies that allow to evaluate and measure the efficiency of a pho-
tovoltaic plants. Our measurement technology is able to acquire almost 
every value, which leads to an efficient overview. 
Due to our long-term know-how in renewables technologies, we have 
received a long-standing confidence by our customers and we offer a 
first-class standard of innovation, high quality, excellent service as well as 
continuous maintenance and evolution of measurement technology. 
Sustainability is the most precious gift that we can give to our future 
generations. 

With the present brochure, it is our concern to provide you a comprehen-
sive overview of all our components such as monitoring devices, analog 
and digital sensors, data loggers and integrated solutions.

Specialists by Competence.

Michaela Zavan

For information look at our website: 
https://www.deltaohm.com

Michaela Zavan
Site Manager Delta OHM

Phone: +39 049 8977150
E-Mail: m.zavan@deltaohm.com
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The solar radiation, often called "global radiation" is the sum of 
direct, indirect and reflected radiation.

"Direct radiation"
also called sometimes „beam radiation“ or „direct beam radia-
tion“, is used to describe solar radiation travelling on a straight 
line from the sun down to the surface of the earth. Because of 
this fixed direction, shadows of the objects which come in the 
way of sun rays are formed. This way shadows are only produced 
when direct radiation is blocked.

"Diffuse radiation"
on the other hand, does not have a fixed direction but just goes 
any which way. The term describes the sunlight that has been 
scattered by molecules and particles in the atmosphere but that 
has still made it down to the surface of the earth. 

Solar Radiation

"Reflected radiation"  
is the component of radiation which is reflected from surfaces 
other than air particles.

"Normal radiation" 
describes the radiation that strikes a surface that is at a 90° angle 
to the sun's rays. By constantly keeping our solar collectors 
at a 90° angle with the sun, we maximize the direct radiation 
received on that day. 

"Ratio of direct to diffuse radiation"
varies according to the sun position. When the sky is clear and 
the sun is very high in the sky, direct radiation is around 85 % of 
the total insolation striking the ground and diffuse radiation is 
about 15 %. As the sun goes lower in the sky, the percentage of 
diffuse radiation keeps going up until it reaches 40 % when the 
sun is 10° above the horizon.

Solar Radiation – direct, diffuse and reflected radiation

direct radiation

collector

reflected radiation

diffuse radiation
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Pyranometer – monitoring solar plant efficiency 

A pyranometer is a type of actinometer used to measure broad-
band solar irradiance on a planar surface and it is a sensor that 
is designed to measure the solar radiation flux density (in W/m2) 
from a field of view of 180 degrees. Pyranometers are frequently 
used in meteorology, climatology, solar energy studies and 
building physics. They can be seen in many meteorological 
stations – typically installed horizontally and next to solar panels 
– typically mounted with the sensor surface in the plane of the 
panel.

Pyranometers are standardised according to the ISO 9060 stand-
ard, that is also adopted by the World Meteorological Organiza-
tion (WMO). This standard discriminates three classes. The best is 
called “Secondary Standard”, the second best “First Class” and the 
last one “Second Class” 

 

Reasons for measuring Solar Radiation
 
○ to select the most appropriate PV system, cell technology  
 and fixed or tracking type

○ to find optimal locations (solar prospecting, field mapping)

○ to help investment decisions

○ to monitor system performance

○ to schedule maintenance and maximize operating efficiency

○ for performance calculations

Pyranometer

Pyranometer  
Secondary Standard
LP Pyra 10

Pyranometer  
First Class
LP Pyra 02

Pyranometer  
Second Class
LP Pyra 03
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Silicon Pyranometer – affordable control

○ The pyranometer gives an indipendent, accurate  
 reading of the total available solar radiation.

○ Pyranometers are classified and calibrated to ISO standards  
 and WMO standards.

○ The response time of a pyranometer is longer than a PV cell.

○ The pyranometer is PV cell type independent.

○ A pyranometer can have a very small temperature  
 coefficient.

○ A pyranometer could not need power supply  
 limiting energy consumption.

○ A pyranometer does not suffer for sun incidence.

○ References of the PV cells are specified only 
 at STC (Standard Test Conditions).

○ Reference cells (and PV panels) suffer more from  
 pollution than pyranometers.

○ Performance ratio or performance index calculations are  
 more accurate using a pyranometer.

Advantages of a Pyranometer over a Reference Cell

Silicon Pyranometer
LP Silicon-PYRA 04

Silicon Pyranometer for low cost monitoring solar 
plant efficiency
The LP Silicon-PYRA 04. pyranometer measures the global solar 
radiation (W/m2 ) by using a silicon photodiode (350 nm –1100 
nm). The special geometry and the diffuser allow to have a 
pyranometer field of view of 180 degrees according to cosine 
law. The pyranometer is suitable for the measurement of natural 
sunlight.
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Sunshine Duration and Pyrheliometer

WMO - World Meteorological Organization 

The WMO defines the sunshine duration as the time during 
which the direct solar radiation exceeds the level of 120 W/m². 
The choice of instruments for sunshine duration is more difficult. 
This type of instrument is not standardized and the measurment 
can be done in various ways. 

Sunshine duration is often monitored in order not to interrupt 
historical records.

○ performes the measure of radiation with an array of  
 photodiodes arranged in a particular geometry which 
 allows to obtain an accurate measurement in any 
 weather conditions.

○ measures also direct radiation (SRD).

○ is available in three versions, which differs in the type  
 of output.

The Sunshine Duration Sensor

When the sky is clear and the sun is very high in the sky, direct 
radiation is around 85 % of the total insolation striking the 
ground and diffuse radiation is about 15 %. As the sun goes 
lower in the sky, the percent of diffuse radiation keeps going up 
until it reaches 40 % when the sun is 10° above the horizon.

Pyrheliometer

Pyrheliometer
LP PYRHE 16

The Sunshine  Duration Sensor  
LP SD18
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Panel Temperature

HD4807TFP

HD48T

Temperature Coefficients

Active temperature transmitters complete with contact temper-
ature probe for solar panels with 5 or 10 m cable, 1/3 DIN thin-fi 
lm Pt100 sensor

Temperature Transmitters

The temperature coefficients of a module describe the tem-
perature dependencies of the current, and in particular of the 
voltage.  
As a result, the temperature also has a major impact on the 
measurement result, and in the end, on the measurement of 
power. Depending on the device, there are a variety of ways to 
measure the temperature. 

Temperature dependent resistances (e.g. Pt100) are the most 
common method. The temperature sensors must be attached to 
the rear of the module and set in the centre behind a cell.
The temperature and irradiation recorded must also be sent to 
the measurement device and attributed to the measurement to 
the nearest second.

Example of I-V curves of a PV module

Irradiance: AM 1.5. 1 kW/m2

Cell temperature 25 °C
8
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Environmental Sensors – maximizing of the profitability

Schedule maintenance and increase of performance

Two axis ultrasonic
anemometer
HD 52.3D
HD 52.3DP147R

Rain Gauge
HD 2013
HD 2015

Temperature and  
humidity transmitter
HD 9007A-1
HD 9008TRR
HD 9007R

Wind speed and direction parameters do not directly affect 
the performance of PV plants but are used to evaluate air mass 
transfer phenomena on the modules' surface. In fact, it is well 
known that air mass movement improves temperature dissipa-
tion of the PV cells. Moreover, these data are used on PV plants 
equipped with solar trackers in order to warn about possible 
dangerous situations. 

Anemometer

The ambient temperature is measured by PT100 sensors. The 
measurement of the temperature allows the evaluation of the 
performance with respect to standard conditions of the test.  

Temperature and Humidty Transmitter

Rain may damage the photovoltaic system by infiltrating the 
fixing holes, if not perfectly sealed, or penetrating between 
the edges that separate the panels between them. Of course 
the cleaning of the solar panels frequently exposed to rain is a 
must. Acidity, dirt and aloes are consequences that worsen the 
absorption of sunlight.

Rain Gauge
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Environmental Data Acquisition Systems wireless

Improving technical availability and efficiency of the PV plant 

A solar monitoring station consists in a data logger capable  
to store the measured values and to acquire the parameter 
measured by specific sensors. 

The innovative HD35 wireless data acquisition system is a bat-
tery-operated, cabling system which collects the measurements 
from the sensors and transmits them to an access point which 
in turn allows remote management and delivery of the data. 
Depending on the size of the plant, multiple data acquisition 
systems can be part of a single network which centralize all 
collected measures. 

The possibility to access the by the monitoring system directly 
measured data, upstream of software processing, is a preferen-
tial feature for monitoring systems used in medium and large PV 
plants which need targeted performance analysis. Weather data 
as well as panel temperature, solar radiation or sunshine dura-
tion are displayed in real time allowing an adequately and more 
effective intervention on failures and a reduction of operation 
time, thus improving technical availability and efficiency of the 
PV plant.  

HD 35xx - Wireless data logger
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String Data Acquistion Solutions – part I

Permanent control provides early detection of defects
and malfunction of a PV system or its solar panels.
Data and state acquisition of the PV system is designed
with modular components. 
There are modules measuring DC current and voltage of the 
individual strings, modules for panel temperature, and signals of
wind speed, irradiation sensors and air temperature.

The current-to-voltage characteristic of a solar panel
built of several solar cells connected in series, reflects
the specific properties of this power generator. 
The curve of a solar panel is very similar to a single cell,
despite the different scale factor. Solar panels are again
connected in series or in parallel to generate more
current or voltage as appropriate.

 String monitoring: an essential tool for reliable PV operation and maintenance

Field bus

Voltage Voltage
String 1 ...

m/s w/m2

String n ...

Current
Current

24 V

24 Vmax. 800 m
Field bus

°C

HD52.3D Pyra 10
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String Data Acquistion Solutions – part II

Schematic view of IV characteristic Voltage value 
at MMP

Schematic view of maximum power characteristic

Schematic view of temperature impact

Schematic view of shadowing impact

Schematic view of irradiation impact

What kind of information we can obtain?

The electrical quantities to acquire for a proper PV plant’s super-
vision are as follows:

Electrical quantities (V, I, P):
o String
o Inverter input
o Inverter output

Energy power (Wh)
o Output inverter
o Line input
o Self-consumption 

Faulty signals from: 
o String
o Inverter 
o Electrical switchboards

The monitoring of the production plants’ management aims to 
keep under constant control the technical and environmental 
parameters of production facilities in order to analyze the trend 
of the technical and economic performances so to maintain 
alignment with (or even improve) the expected operational 
results.
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PV Module Devices

IPV communication

This IPV module serves to transmit data acquired 
by the current, voltage, and signal modules of 
solar systems for string efficency monitoring in 
medium sized and large facilities.

IPV signals AD

This IPV module serves to acquireanalog and 
digital signals in solar systems.

IPV signals D

This IPV module serves to acquire digital signals  
in solar systems.

IPV voltage

This IPV module serves to acquire DC voltage 
values in solar systems for string efficency  
monitoring in medium sized or large facilities.

IPV current

This IPV module serves to acquire DC current 
values in solar systems for string efficency  
monitoring in medium sized or large facilities.

Module Input Output

Sensor Voltage Current Signal 
Voltage

Signal 
Current

Pt100 Digital 
Out

Interanl  
(SPI)

Modbus 
RS 485

CAN

IPV Voltage  

IPV Current  

IPV Signals AD     

IPV Signals D  

IPV Communication  

 = Standard   /   = Optional   /    = per type of sensor  (Mistakes reserverd, technical specifications subject to change without notice) 
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Portable Photovoltaic Testing

Portable instruments are used by professionals to perform regu-
lar problem-solving.
While operating, it may happen that some of the modules can 
compromise the performance of the entire system. When the 
efficiency of the system is lower than expected, it is impor-
tant to solve the problem in order to remove the inefficiency. 
The portable instrumentation allows this analysis to be done 
directly on the field. In case of malfunctions, it is important to 
act promptly, without losing the kwh produced, which are the 
main responsible for the success of the investment. In fact, the 
payback period will be respected if the plant produces within 
the expected time.

Multifunctional Portable Devices for testing and maintenance

The testing tests at plant start-up are carried out to certify their 
safety (IEC 62446). In some countries there is a benchmark for 
testing where, in the interest of financing, it is necessary to 
provide specific performance requirements. The comparison 
between detected and nominal data allows to determine 
immediately whether the string or module meets the efficiency 
parameters declared by the manufacturer.

Tests and Security Checks

HD31 is a 3 channel multifunctional datalogger. Each of the 
input allow connecting probes for measurement of a variaty of 
physical quantities including temperature, humidity, solar radia-
tion, panel temperature, current and voltage by using separate 
high accurancy sensors. 
This measurement allow the immediat evaluation.

HD31 Multifunktional Datalogger

HD31 with photovoltaic probes
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Accurately Measuring is our Standard

Pagina 1 di 3
Page 1 of 3

- data di emissione
date of issue

- cliente
customer

- destinatario
receiver

- richiesta
application

- in data
date

Si riferisce a
referring to

- oggetto
item

- costruttore
manufacturer

- modello
model

- matricola

Il presente certificato di taratura è emesso in base
all'accreditamento LAT N° 124 rilasciato in accordo
ai decreti attuativi della legge n. 273/1991 che ha
istituito il Sistema Nazionale di Taratura (SNT).
ACCREDIA attesta le capacità di misura e di
taratura, le competenze metrologiche del Centro e
la riferibilità delle tarature eseguite ai campioni
nazionali e internazionali delle unità di misura del
Sistema Internazionale delle Unità (SI). 
Questo certificato non può essere riprodotto in
modo parziale, salvo espressa autorizzazione scritta
da parte del Centro.

This certificate of calibration is issued in compliance 
with the accreditation LAT N° 124 granted
according to decrees connected with Italian law No.
273/1991 which has established the National
Calibration System. ACCREDIA attests the
calibration and measurement capability, the
metrological competence of the Centre and the
traceability of calibration results to the national and
international standards of the International System

2017/01/01

Delta Ohm S.r.l.

LP PYRA 10

CERTIFICATO DI TARATURA LAT 124 
Certificate of Calibration

Delta Ohm S.r.l.

Pyranometer

Delta Ohm S.r.l.

Delta OHM S.r.l. a socio unico
Via Marconi, 5
35030 Caselle di Selvazzano (PD)
Tel. 0039-0498977150
Fax 0039-04963559
e-mail: info@deltaohm.com
Web Site: www.deltaohm.com
Laboratorio Misure Foto-Radiometriche

LAT  N° 124

Centro di Taratura LAT N° 124
Calibration Centre

Laboratorio Accreditato
di Taratura

- matricola
serial number

- data delle misure
date of measurements

- registro di laboratorio
laboratory reference

Il Responsabile del Centro 
Head of the Centre

The measurement uncertainties stated in this document have been determined according to the ISO/IEC Guide 98 and to EA-4/02. Usually, they have been estimated as 
expanded uncertainty obtained multiplying the standard uncertainty by the coverage factor k corresponding to a confidence level of about 95%. Normally, this factor k is 2.

I risultati di misura riportati nel presente Certificato sono stati ottenuti applicando le procedure di taratura citate alla pagina seguente, dove sono
specificati anche i campioni o gli strumenti che garantiscono la catena di riferibilità del Centro e i rispettivi certificati di taratura in corso di validità.
Essi si riferiscono esclusivamente all’oggetto in taratura e sono validi nel momento e nelle condizioni di taratura, salvo diversamente specificato.
The measurement results reported in this Certificate were obtained following the calibration procedures given in the following page, where the reference standards or
instruments are indicated which guarantee the traceability chain of the laboratory, and the related calibration certificates in the course of validity are indicated as well. They
relate only to the calibrated item and they are valid for the time and conditions of calibration, unless otherwise specified.

Le incertezze di misura dichiarate in questo documento sono state determinate conformemente alla Guida ISO/IEC 98 e al documento EA-4/02.
Solitamente sono espresse come incertezza estesa ottenuta moltiplicando l’incertezza tipo per il fattore di copertura k corrispondente ad un livello di
fiducia di circa il 95 %. Normalmente tale fattore k  vale 2.

international standards of the International System
of Units (SI).
This certificate may not be partially reproduced,
except with the prior written permission of the
issuing Centre.

Pagina 2 di 3
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La catena di riferibilità ha inizio dai campioni di prima linea N°
Traceability is through first line standards No.

muniti di certificati validi di taratura rispettivamente N° 
validated by certificates of calibration No.

I risultati di misura sono stati ottenuti applicando le procedure N. DHLF – E – 70 rev.0
DHLF – E – 71 rev.0

DESCRIZIONE DELLA TARATURA:
CALIBRATION DESCRIPTION:

CERTIFICATO DI TARATURA LAT 124 17000000
Certificate of Calibration

The measurement results reported in this Certificate were obtained following 
procedures No.

La taratura è eseguita per confronto con il campione di prima linea in dotazione al laboratorio metrologico Delta Ohm srl. I due
strumenti sono posizionati sul carrello del banco radiometrico avendo cura che il piano di riferimento dei due strumenti sia alla

HP   3458A
s/n 2823A21870
Delta Ohm    LP PYRA 10 
s/n 12014422

INRIM 16-0747-01-02
WRC 2016-C-36

Delta OHM S.r.l. a socio unico
Via Marconi, 5
35030 Caselle di Selvazzano (PD)
Tel. 0039-0498977150
Fax 0039-049635596
e-mail: info@deltaohm.com
Web Site: www.deltaohm.com
Laboratorio Misure Foto-Radiometriche

LAT  N° 124

Centro di Taratura LAT N° 124
Calibration Centre

Laboratorio Accreditato
di Taratura

Le misure sono state effettuate nelle seguenti condizioni ambientali del laboratorio: 
Temperatura: (23± 2) °C
Umidità relativa: (50 ± 15) % U.R.
Ambient condition of calibration
Temperature: (23 ± 2) °C
Relative humidity: (50 ± 15) % R.H.

strumenti sono posizionati sul carrello del banco radiometrico avendo cura che il piano di riferimento dei due strumenti sia alla
stessa distanza dalla sorgente. La taratura è eseguita con luce prodotta da una lampada a ioduri metallici con temperatura di colore
prossimale di 4200K. La taratura è eseguita in accordo alla norma ISO9847:1992 “Calibration of field pyranometers by comparison
to a reference pyranometer” metodo IIc. Nel corso delle misure è stata misurata la resistenza di uscita dello strumento in taratura
che è risultata essere di 5,44 Ohm, tale grandezza esula dallo scopo dell'accreditamento ed è riportata a solo titolo informativo.

La taratura si riferisce allo strumento LP PYRA 10 s.n. 12345678.

The calibration was performed by reference to Delta Ohm srl first line standard. Both instruments were positioned on the carriage of
the radiometric bench. The calibration was performed with a metal Halide lamp with a correlated color temperature of 4200K. The
calibration is performed according to ISO 9847:1992 standard “Calibration of field pyranometers by comparison to a reference
pyranometer” metod IIc. The resistance of the instrument was measured during calibration, the value found was 5,44 ohm, this
measure is beyond the scope of accreditation and is shown for information only.

Calibration results refer to the instrument as received by the laboratory and delivered to the customer.

The calibration was performed with the instrument LP PYRA 10 s.n. 12345678.

I risultati si riferiscono allo strumento nelle condizioni in cui è pervenuto al laboratorio e, come tale, è riconsegnato al committente.

Lo sperimentatore
Gino D'Alberto

Il Responsabile del Laboratorio
Paolo Ceccherini Gino D'Alberto Paolo Ceccherini 
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Grandezza: Sensibilità all'irradiamento solare.
Quantity: Sensitivity to solar Irradiance 

Tabella A
Table A

The calibration of the instrument was performed in the range 450 - 550 W/m 2 . . 
In table A are given: reference Irradiance, sensitivity and calibration uncertainty.

CERTIFICATO DI TARATURA LAT 124 
Certificate of Calibration

RISULTATI:
RESULTS: 
La taratura dello strumento è effettuata per valori di irradiamento compresi nell'intervallo 450 - 550 W/m². 
Nella tabella “A” sono riportati rispettivamente: l’irradiamento a cui è stata eseguita la taratura, la sensibilità misurata dello strumento 
in taratura e l’incertezza di misura.

Irradiamento di misura
Reference Irradiance    

[W m-2]

Sensibilità misurata
Sensitivity      

[µµµµV / (W m-2)]

Incertezza di taratura
calibration uncertainty

%

Delta OHM S.r.l. a socio unico
Via Marconi, 5
35030 Caselle di Selvazzano (PD)
Tel. 0039-0498977150
Fax 0039-049635596
e-mail: info@deltaohm.it
Web Site: www.deltaohm.com
Laboratorio Misure Foto-Radiometriche

LAT  N° 124

Centro di Taratura LAT N° 124
Calibration Centre

Laboratorio Accreditato
di Taratura

503 9,03 2,6

[W m-2] [µµµµV / (W m-2)] %

Lo sperimentatore Il Responsabile del Laboratorio

Delta OHM’s Calibration Center, based on six modern labora-
tories equipped with a state-of-theart equipment, is ISO17025 

accredited and part of the international circuit ilac-MRA.

OUR LABORATORIES

○ Temperature

○ Humidity

○ Pressure

○ Air speed

○ Acoustics

○ Photoradiometry - SOLAR RADIATION

ACCREDIA is the italian national accreditation body appointed 
by the Italian State to perform accreditation activity.

Delta OHM Calibration Center
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Phone +49 2191 9672-0
Fax       +49 2191 9672-40
info@ghm-group.de
www.ghm-group.de

GHM Messtechnik GmbH 
GHM GROUP – Martens 
Kiebitzhörn 18 
22885 Barsbüttel  |  GERMANY
Phone +49 40 67073-0
Fax      +49 40 67073-288
info@ghm-group.de
www.ghm-group.de

GHM Messtechnik GmbH 
GHM GROUP – Imtron 
Carl-Benz-Straße 11 
88696 Owingen  |  GERMANY
Phone +49 7551 9290-0
Fax      +49 7551 9290-90
info@ghm-group.de
www.ghm-group.de

Delta OHM S.r.l. a socio unico 
GHM GROUP – Delta OHM
Via Marconi 5 
35030 Caselle di Selvazzano 
Padova (PD)  |  ITALY
Phone +39 049 8977150 
info@deltaohm.com
www.deltaohm.com

Valco srl
GHM GROUP – Val.co
Via Rovereto 9/11
20014 S. Ilario di Nerviano 
Milano (MI)  |  ITALY
Phone +39 0331 53 59 20
valco@valco.it
www.valco.it
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